Abstract-Today's cloud service architectures follow a "one size fits all" deployment strategy where the same service version instantiation is provided to the end users. However, consumers are broad and different applications have different accuracy and responsiveness requirements, which as we demonstrate renders the "one size fits all" approach inefficient in practice. We use a production grade speech recognition engine, which serves several thousands of users, and an open source computer vision based system, to explain our point. To overcome the limitations of the "one size fits all" approach, we recommend Tolerance Tiers where each MLaaS tier exposes an accuracy/responsiveness characteristic, and consumers can programmatically select a tier. We evaluate our proposal on the CPU-based automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine and cutting-edge neural networks for image classification deployed on both CPUs and GPUs. The results show that our proposed approach provides a MLaaS cloud service architecture that can be tuned by the end API user or consumer to outperform the conventional "one size fits all" approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) platforms allow developers to incorporate "intelligent" functionalities, such as image recognition, speech transcription, and natural language comprehension, into their applications. When an application needs to invoke one of these functionalities they make a request using the MLaaS API -offloading the computation to the cloud. This paradigm provides an attractive model for cloud service providers, motivating prominent technology firms that include Amazon, Google, IBM, and Microsoft to deploy and operate their own platforms.
Today's MLaaS cloud service architectures follow a "one size fits all" deployment strategy. Multiple instantiations of the same service version are scaled out across the service's computing infrastructure to handle all of its users. This design is problematic because MLaaS relies on computations that are of a statistical nature: deeper exploration yields more accurate results but also requires more processing time to perform. As a result, MLaaS providers are forced to make an explicit trade-off between the service's result accuracy and responsiveness.
However, API consumers are broad and different applications have different accuracy, responsiveness, and monetary budget constraints. On one hand, there are accuracy-critical application domains, such as those in healthcare and finance. Inaccurate results can have large financial, and even fatal, consequences in these domains. Increases in service response time can be justified if it can provide the best result possible. On the other hand, there are responsiveness-critical application domains, such as social networking and shopping where slow user experiences in these domains lead to poor user engagement, so the results only matter if they can be procured before the user abandons the applications. Some result is better than no result. Additionally, some applications are also cost-critical, or pricing sensitive. Providing these capabilities is not sustainable to the developers if it is not cheap enough to profit. API consumers pay per use of the cloud service API each time it is invoked -cutting into their application's revenue.
So, the industry sees a strong disconnect between the individual needs of API consumers and the way machine learning-based cloud services are being deployed. Though API consumers possess diverse operational requirements, the "one size fits all" deployment strategy has no means to individually adapt to each of them. The MLaaS providers are forced to make a static designtime decision based on generic needs. Hence, there is a need to rethink the way we design, deploy, and operate MLaaS services, taking both MLaaS users and service providers into account in a mutually beneficial way.
In this paper, we quantitatively demonstrate the limitations of the one size fits all model, using automatic speech recognition and image classification MLaaS deployments as two representative examples. We study different service versions to show that the limitations of the one size fits all model is independent of the hyperparameters that are used to tune the model. We further demonstrate that the inherent latency-accuracy trade-off in MLaaS implies that to improve the accuracy needs of some "extreme" queries, the overall or average latency in a single monolithic model has to grow significantly. Therefore, to address the limitations of the one size fits all approach, we introduce Tolerance Tiers for MLaaS platforms. Similar in spirit to virtualized computing platforms, such as Amazon EC2, that allow customers to select computing resources optimized for different application criteria (e.g. performance, storage), our goal with Tolerance Tiers is to enable API consumers to programmatically configure the MLaaS to act in accordance with their operational requirements, which might be accuracy, responsiveness, cost or something else.
Tolerance Tiers ensembles multiple versions of a machine learning-based service to compute a result. The rationale is that the multiple model versions can be combined together in ways that provide better accuracy, responsiveness, and cost trade-offs than can be achieved by any single service version on its own. Tolerance Tiers are able to provide a more fine-grained trade-off space than if only using a single service version at a time to produce a result. Leveraging pools of the different service versions, the MLaaS load balancer employs intelligent routing policies that dictate how, and when, a service version will be used to process a given service request depending on the specific Tolerance Tier.
Also, Tolerance Tiers enable consumers to sacrifice the service's result quality to improve other aspects of the service, such as the service response time and invocation cost. Each tier has two parts: an optimization objective and an error tolerance. The tolerance provides a guarantee as to how the particular Tolerance Tier performs relative to the most accurate known Tolerance Tier in terms of result accuracy while improving the service in accordance with the optimization objective. For example, given a sufficient number of requests to the 1% Tolerance Tier its error is statistically guaranteed to be less than 1% worse of the most accurate Tolerance Tier the service can provide if those requests had been made to it. At the same time, the service should provide noticeably better response times and/or cheaper invocation costs as compared to the most accurate tier.
To alleviate the service provider from manually creating the routing policies for each Tolerance Tier, we also provide a training framework. The framework constructs routing policies that aggressively optimize each Tolerance Tier while maintaining its corresponding statistical guarantees. Using a CPU-based productiongrade automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine that has been in service and cutting-edge neural networks for image classification deployed on both CPUs and GPUs, we show that Tolerance Tiers can achieve (1) design generality; (2) accuracy guarantees; (3) response time improvements; and (4) cost improvements. Tolerance Tiers is designed to leverage general characteristics of machine learning models (i.e. the latency-accuracy design trade-off and result confidence metrics). While the ASR and image classifications have fundamentally different designs in terms of machine learning, the same trends can be observed for both of them. We observe no accuracy degradation violations throughout the evaluation of Tolerance Tiers, demonstrating that guarantees provided by our automatic routing rule generation framework are upheld. Tolerance Tiers enables service latency reductions of 19% for a 1% accuracy tolerance, 45% for a 5% accuracy tolerance, and 60% for a 10% accuracy tolerance. Last but not least, Tolerance Tiers enables invocation cost reductions of 21% for a 1% accuracy tolerance, 60% for a 5% accuracy tolerance, and 70% for a 10% accuracy tolerance. In short, our effort includes:
• Limitations of "One Size Fits All" We quantitatively show that the conventional cloud deployment solution conflicts with the diverse needs of machine learning-based cloud service API consumers.
• Tolerance Tiers We propose an alternative cloud service architecture that allows API consumers to specify their accuracy-latency requirements as opposed to the cloud service provider at design time-shifting the decision to the party that is more informed to make it and also impacted by it.
• Service Version Ensembling We combine various service version ensembling schemes that enable better accuracy, responsiveness, and cost trade-offs than selecting a single version to compute a result.
We introduce our applications in Sec. II. Using these applications, we quantify the limitations of the "one size fits all" approach in Sec. III. Sec. IV introduces Tolerance Tiers, which we evaluate in Sec. V. We present prior work in Sec. VI and conclude in Sec. VII.
II. APPLICATION DOMAINS
We study speech and vision applications. We describe automatic speech recognition and image classification. We select them because of their widespread use among the machine learning-based cloud services in use today.
A. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) converts human speech into human-readable text. Given an utterance, or an human speech sample, an ASR engine seeks to identify what words were spoken. In its simplest form, ASR is a graph-based search problem. The ASR engine breaks the speech down into regularly segmented intervals of speech, known as frames. The engine then calculates metrics, or features, about each frame which are then fed into a neural network that generates a model for different aspects of the audio such as speaker pronunciation and environmental conditions of the recording. This acoustic model is combined with a language model, which encapsulates the word semantics and other grammatical aspects of the spoken language, are combined to form a hidden markov model (HMM), creating a graph-based, probabilistic representation of human speech.
Searching the entire HMM is expensive to perform in its entirety given the complexity of human speech. Instead, an approximate heuristic-driven beam search is used. Conceptually speaking, the beam search heuristics dictate the subset of the HMM searched controlling the breadth and depth of the search. Therefore, the heuristic-driven nature of beam search imposes a critical accuracy-latency trade-off in ASR engine design. This trade-off is well-established in modern ASR engines [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The search's accuracy is directly proportional to the search space size whereas the latency is indirectly proportional to it. Further, the beam search itself is only guaranteed to produce a locally optimal result because only a subset of the HMM is searched.
We use a production-grade ASR engine which follows the design of state-of-the-art ASR engines from Baidu [1] , IBM [2] , Microsoft [3] , and Google [7] . The engine uses a heuristic-driven beam search approach, which imposes a critical accuracy-latency trade-off in ASR engine design. Searching the entire HMM is expensive to perform in its entirety given the complexity of human speech. Instead, an approximate heuristic-driven beam search is used. This trade-off is established in modern ASR engines [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
To evaluate ASR, we use transcribed utterances from the VoxForge open-source speech transcript repository [8] to benchmark the ASR service. The dataset consists of over 35,000 utterances that together make up 53 hours of audio time and feature over 3,500 speakers and across different recording environments. We use word error rate (WER) to evaluate accuracy. WER is a well-established metric to assess ASR transcription accuracy, where a lower WER indicates a more accurate transcription. The WER for an utterance u is the ratio of word errors (i.e. insertions, deletions, and substitutions) between the ASR engine's hypothesis, Hyp(u), and its reference transcript, Re f (u) to the number of words in the reference transcript:
B. Image Classification (IC)
Image Classification (IC) is done using convolutional neural networks (CNN) [9] . The input to the CNN propagates through layers of neurons which computationally correspond to a series of matrix multiplications. The coefficients for each matrix are generated through a training process. Nonetheless, the number of layers and neurons within each layer imposes an accuracy-latency trade-off in neural network design. Scaling up the neural network increases accuracy, but increases the amount of processing necessary to compute.
We use 45,000 images from the ILSVRC2012 validation set [10] , which spans 1,000 different image categories. In both cases, these datasets were not used for training, thereby eliminating any training bias in our prediction results. To evaluate accuracy, we use the top-1 error. The top-1 error corresponds to whether the class with the highest probability in the output layer (i.e. the argmax) is the image's actual label. Unlike the WER whose value falls in a continuous range (i.e. 0% to 100% typically), the top-1 error is a binary condition. The top-1 error is either 0% or 100% depending on whether or not the argmax class and actual class are the same.
III. THE "ONE SIZE FITS ALL" LIMITATION Conventional cloud service architectures consist of a single machine learning model used to process all service requests. Under this "scale-out" design, all service requests from API consumers are processed by the same model, instantiated across different service nodes. We examine the shortcomings of a "one size fits all" approach using our ASR and IC services. We study different versions of the service that encompass the pareto-optimal accuracy-latency trade-off space, where we test the services with representative user requests. While both services exhibit the latency-accuracy design trade-off, they manifest in different ways. For the ASR service, we consider the accuracy-latency trade-off for the heuristic driven beam search (as explained in the previous section) and for the image classification service we study different neural network architecture implementations. We demonstrate that given the accuracylatency trade off presence across various models, inflexibility of any approach that resorts only to one model renders it inefficient across applications with diverse needs.
A. Inherent Trade-off Due to Model Versions
Models have accuracy-latency trade-offs. We explore the trade-offs by considering different versions.
ASR Model Versions: We consider seven versions. Each version uses a different set of heuristic parameters. Conceptually speaking, these heuristics are the product of two orthogonal concerns. The first is the hypothesis pruning policies, which discard all but the top N most probable hypotheses and restrict the search space size. The second is the scope pruned: a single hypothesis (i.e. local), a branch of hypotheses (i.e. global), and the entire HMM (i.e. network). These combinations lie along the ASR engines accuracy-latency Pareto frontier, which was produced from exhaustively sweeping (i.e. grid search) of the heuristic values. Six beam search heuristic parameters were swept by the ASR engine experts that optimize the system. IC Model Versions: We evaluate cutting-edge neural networks used for image classification. Specifically, Result Quality Summary: Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f show the breakdown of requests subject to the accuracylatency behavior categories for the ASR and image classification services, respectively. Almost an outstanding majority of the service requests are not sensitive to the service version used. Over 74% and 65% of the service requests fall into this category for the ASR and image classification services respectively. For both services, over 15% of the requests belong to the improves category. The image classification service has a more notable number of variable requests. The summarizing takeaway of Fig. 2 is that no one service version provides the best result quality for all service requests to either of the study. The "one size fits all" approach chooses to benefit certain accuracy-latency categories over others.
D. Comprehensive Accuracy vs. Latency Analysis
We extend our analysis to include all of the service requests we have studied thus far. Specifically, we quantify the contention between these different accuracylatency categories under the "one size fits all" approach. Fig. 3 shows the error for the different categories across the service versions for ASR (Fig. 3a) and IC (Fig. 3b) . The "unchanged" group is not shown because it is unaffected by the configurations. We show the error for all service requests in the bars labeled "all," which allows us to see how the different heuristic configurations impact the service's result quality.
The "all" bar shows that accuracy improves across the configurations for both services (i.e., considering all service requests), which happens for two reasons. First, as shown in Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f , the majority of utterances belong to the "unchanged" category, so a small number of service requests see variances in result quality. Second, amongst the requests whose result qualities vary, most belong to the "improves" category. To a lesser extent, the "varies" category also benefits from the longest running configuration.
E. Limitations of the "One Size Fits All" Summary
We presented three key findings in this section. First, our results show that a large accuracy-latency trade-off space exists for both the speech and vision application services. A 2.6× increase in response time can reduce the ASR service's error by over 9% and a 5× response time increase reduces the image classification service's error by over 65%. Second, our analysis shows that due to the differences among the inputs, no one service version is best-suited to process all service requests, and as such a "one size fits all" model that seeks to satisfy a quality constraint must surrender to the small portion of inputs that demand better models for improvement, and hence it must compromise the response times of all the inputs. Third, our analysis implies that if API consumers wish to have flexibility in accuracy-latency trade-offs and optimize for some objective function (e.g., cost or responsiveness), service providers should adopt policies with which ensemble of models with various invocation schemes (called policies) are selected dynamically to satisfy the tiers' accuracy need.
IV. TOLERANCE TIERS' ARCHITECTURE
We propose Tolerance Tiers, an alternative model for machine learning-based cloud services, where a set of tiers with different accuracy/latency characteristic are provided to the consumers to select from. Using Tolerance Tiers, consumers are empowered to make tradeoffs between the cloud service's accuracy, response time, and cost as compared to the rigid, conventional cloud service architectures that consist of a single machine learning model used to process all incoming service requests.
Similar to how Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform Services, Microsoft Azure Cloud etc. allow customers to select different machine instance types for a price, Tolerance Tiers allows API consumers to programmatically sacrifice result quality to improve other aspects about the service, such as the service response time and invocation cost. When making a request to the service, the API consumer selects a specific Tolerance Tier to process the request. The Tolerance Tier specifies a lower bound on the service's expected accuracy relative to the best accuracy that can be achieved. The more aggressive the Tolerance Tier, meaning the higher degree of error that can be tolerated, the larger the opportunity for improvement in other aspects of the service.
A. Service Request Annotation
A Tolerance Tier service request is shown below, which resembles how most vendors make their services accessible to users. Assume that the endpoint performs ML computation and returns the result. In addition to the input file for the service to process, the API consumer annotates the request with two additional headers.
curl --header Tolerance: 0.01 --header Objective: response-time --data-binary @input-file-name -X POST http://cloud-service/compute First, the API consumer must specify an acceptable result Tolerance. This corresponds to the relative result quality degradation as compared to the most accurate version the service can provide. For example, given a sufficient number of requests to the 1% tolerance tier its error is statistically guaranteed to be less than 1% the response time can improve by more than 60% when ET is used. Similarly, the costs for ET are 50% less that OSFA, but the portion devoted to configuration seven, which never finished processing, is excessive. This is because configuration one and seven concurrently execute. In FO, the IaaS cost for Conc is the same as Seq because both service node versions will compute the results in either case.
We evaluated more complex solutions including using more than two versions and also a ML-based router; however the simple policies that we discuss here outperformed them. So, we do not include their discussion.
D. Routing-Rule Generator
Identifying the correct parameters for a Tolerance Tier ensemble can be challenging and cumbersome for the service provider to perform. The design space for service version ensemble is large because it can be deployed with different node versions and routing policies.
Hence, we automatically generate routing rules for the Tolerance Tiers. Specifically, our framework identifies the best-suited parameters to deploy for each Tolerance Tier constraints. Fig. 4 illustrates the framework. The service provider only needs to input training data. Weassume that the training data is representative of future client request traffic. Our assumption is that the service provider has put in the time to carefully produce datasets of their users that are representative of what will be observed in production. Major IT firms already do this. As a best effort to create diversity, we put forth our best effort to consider potential variations in service requests by using 10-fold cross validation in our evaluation, which is standard practice in these situations.
The rule generator uses statistical techniques to construct routing policies with confidence. Specifically, the generator uses bootstrapping [21] to simulate the benefits of each service ensemble configuration under a variety of different scenarios. This approach allows the generator to gain high confidence in the worstcase performance of the service. The code is shown in Fig. 7 . The intuition is to simulate each Tolerance Tier configuration with a random subset of the training data to elicit enough performance variation to establish confidence on the worst-case performance it will have in production.
The provider imports and instantiates the RoutingRuleGenerator class with training data, a set of candidate service version ensemble parameters to consider, and a confidence score. The rule generator then bootstraps each configuration using the training data (i.e. the bootstrap function). The generator then conducts a trial where a subset of training data is sampled and simulated. The from numpy import argmin from random import choice from scipy.stats import ppf, zscore from toltiers.simulator import simulate generator continues sampling and conducting trials until the generator reaches specified confidence with the observed error degradations, response times, and costs from the trial simulations. The worst-case error degradation, response time, and cost are recorded. After all the possible design configurations have been bootstrapped, the service provider can generate routing rules by specifying Tolerance Tier ranges to deploy and a corresponding objective (i.e. the generate function).
V. EVALUATION
We evaluate two policies: to minimize each service's response time and API invocation cost. We consider tolerance degradations up to 10% in 0.1% intervals reinforced with a 99.9% confidence. Our goal is not to pick a single arbitrary sweet-spot to focus upon. Instead, we present the holistic design space that API consumers and service providers can exploit for making different trade-offs. This allows us to show that Tolerance Tiers (1) does not violate its accuracy guarantees while (2) decreasing service response time and (3) reducing invocation costs.
VI. PRIOR WORK
Cloud and Datacenter-scale Computing Most cloud computing and datacenter-scale research aims to provide general purpose solutions to cloud computing problems from cluster management [28] , [29] , [30] , cost-efficient resource provisioning [31] , [32] , workload interference and scheduling [33] , [34] , [35] , heterogenous resource scheduling [36] , [33] , [34] and power management techniques [37] . While these works improve machine learning-based cloud workloads, they miss additional optimization opportunities domainspecific techniques can achieve. Tolerance Tiers demonstrates optimizations by exploiting the latency accuracy trade-off.
In addition, performance characteristics for datacenter workloads have been rigorously studied from a process (micro)architecture [38] and end-to-end cloud service [39] perspective. However, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to demonstrate the implications of the accuracy-latency relationship on the design of machine learning-based cloud services.
Machine Learning Algorithms Big/little neural networks [40] uses a fast network that can opt to use a more accurate network after. Our work generalizes this ensemble approach [41] to consider different policies and uses a general confidence metric that allows it to work with out machine learning applications beyond neural networks (e.g. ASR). At the algorithmic-level neural networks that terminate execution early have been proposed [42] , [43] . MobileNets provide a parameterized training framework that can produce models with different latency-accuracy trade-offs. Another line of work compresses models, in memory size and computation complexity without sacrificing accuracy [44] , [45] .
Model Serving Platforms Platforms such as Velox [46] , MCDNN [47] , and Clipper [48] serve consumers with optimal models. However, some like the TensorFlow engine only serve one model at a time, or lack dynamic model selection, others such as [47] , [48] , [46] provide only one the policies described in this paper.
Hardware Support for Machine Learning Architecture research has put substantial focus on accelerating machine learning-based workloads, including neural networks [49] , [50] and ASR [5] . These works are almost entirely focused on performance improvements and do not consider the accuracy-latency trade-off aspect of these workloads as we do. For example, [6] and [5] also optimize ASR beam searches but they do not evaluate their improvements on both latency and accuracy for different beam search parameters as we do.
Approximate Computing Approximation techniques can be static [51] or dynamic [52] , [53] . Our work is the latter, treating training data as canary inputs [54] . At its core Tolerance Tiers is a domain specific approximate computing technique. Similar to our goals, MCDNN [47] proposes a system specific for approximation and applies neural networks on video streams where resources dictate the approximation level. In contrast, Tolerance Tiers allows for individual API consumers to dictate their accuracy requirements and it generalizes to many different machine learning applications.
VII. CONCLUSION
As machine learning cloud services continue to be deployed at scale, it is important to investigate and deploy new cloud service architecture designs. Many of the machine learning techniques underlying today's machine learning-based cloud services exhibit similar accuracy-latency design trade-offs to the ASR and IC services we study, while still being deployed under the conventional "one size fits all" homogeneous deployment scheme. We show that optimizing accuracy without compromising responsiveness or cost is possible using Tolerance Tiers. Tolerance Tiers provide a means for intelligently exposing the inherent accuracy versus latency trade-off in machine learning cloud services to machine learning API consumers, shifting the power to the users by empowering MLaaS vendors with flexibility.
